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Small-scale structures of the ionosphere and effects: Instabilities, Spread F
depletions etc. (M. A. Abdu)

1-Introduction:

Ionospheric structures are manifestations of the diverse processes (physical,
dynamical, electrodynamical, and chemical processes) that control the ionospheric
current and density distributions. Large scale structures are those associated with large
distances and slow changes in time, such as, vertical layer structure measured in tens
and hundreds of kilometers, day-to-night variations, longitude & latitude variations
involving hundreds to thousands of kilometers and so on. Investigations of such
structures require large number of observing systems at a time.

On the other hand smaller scale structures go down to kilometer and to meter sizes
small enough to be diagnosed by a single observing instruments (or observing systems
restricted to a specific location. They can be produced by the following processes: 1-
Atmospheric gravity waves in the E and F layers (of a few kilometers- 100s of
kilometers), 2- Plasma instability mechanism, working on electric fields, winds and
density gradients (at meter sizes to 100s of kilometer sizes), and 3- Atmospheric
turbulence.

The small-scale structures can occur in a wide range of altitude extending from D
region to the topside F region. The structures produced by plasma instability
mechanism, which we will be focusing here extend upward from the base of the E
region (~ 95 km).

2- Basic measurement techniques

Depending upon the scale sizes of the structures different diagnostic techniques need
to be employed to study them. The main techniques used are outlined in the following
table:

Technique of measurement
Digital ionosondes, HF Doppler
radars

Scintillation receivers on satellite
beacons
TEC
VHF/UHF radars
Satellite born in situ sensors

Rocket based in situ sensors

Airglow imagers and scanning
photometers

Structure sizes
100s of meters to a few kilometers;
extending to 100s of kilometers for
oblique echoes
10s of meters to kilometer sizes

Few km to 100s of km
10s of centimeters to a few meters
~lm to larger sizes (-1000 km) in
mostly horizontal distribution
~lm to all larger sizes -(100 km)in
mostly vertical distribution
10s to 100s of kilometers

The earliest observation of the ionospheric structure signature was detected by
vertical sounding ionograms taken over Huancayo in Peru situated over the magnetic



equator. Subsequently, various techniques were employed for investigating
ionospheric irregularities. The most widely used are the following techniques: HF
fading with spaced receiver technique, scintillation of trans- ionospheric satellites
beacons, HF Doppler radars, coherent back-scatter radar at VHF, satellites in situ
measurements, rocket in situ measurement and optical imaging and photometry of
night air-glow. Fig. 1 shows the scale sizes distribution and the corresponding
diagnostic techniques widely utilized to investigate them.

Some examples of structure signatures as diagnosed by these instruments are shown
in the following figures: (Figs2 a, b, c etc.)

Drift measurements of the structures

The structures are highly dynamic, being driven by electric field or neutral wind
depending upon the height at which they occur. In the D and lower E region the
irregularities are diagnosed by partial reflection of the radio waves in the medium -
high frequency band (usually 2-6 MHz). The velocity of the structures represents that
of the neutral wind. From approximately 95 km upward the drift velocity is a measure
of the electric field that drive them.

The methods used to study the structure velocities are the following:

1-Relatively simple method to measure horizontal movements based on spaced
receiver technique,

2- More sophisticated techniques based measurement of Doppler frequency spectrum
by VHF/UHF coherent backscatter radars and HF radars to determine the three
components of the velocity vector and the intensity distribution with height/range of
the structures.

3- Optical techniques based on imaging and angular scanning measurements of
airglow emission modulated by varying electron densities of the structures.

Method-1:
The method (1) of measuring the irregularity velocity is based on: 1- the fading of HF
signals, from ground based transmitters, reflected by the ionospheric structures, and 2-
scintillation of radio beacons from satellites received on the ground. In both cases
signals are recorded by receivers spaced by 10s to a few 100s of meters making sure
that the fading patterns at the receivers are correlated.
The method of determining velocity for the case (1) of fading signals reflected by the
structures is illustrated in Fig.3. If the spacing of the receivers is smaller than the
correlation distance of fading then each receiver will record similar fading pattern as
shown in (a). These patterns are produced by the horizontal movement on the ground
of a diffraction pattern produced by the structures. Knowing the separation of the
receivers it is possible to deduce the speed and direction of motion as follows:

The velocity, V, of the fading front is given by,
l /V 2 =l / (V x ' ) 2 +l / (V y ' ) 2 ,



and hence
V = (V x ' v ; ) / [ (V x ' ) 2 + (Vy ')2]1/2
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Also,
e = tan"1(Vx'/Vy')

The horizontal velocity so obtained is 2 times the velocity of the structures producing
the diffraction pattern.

If the pattern changes as it moves the time difference recorded will be smaller, and the
true velocity will be smaller than the measured velocities in this case, (see, for more
details, Hargreaves, The solar-terrestrial environment, Cambridge, 1992). Movements
at the reflection points can be studied by transmitting a signal from the ground.

For the case (2) based on scintillation of satellite beacon signals, the geometry is
shown in Fig.4. In this case also three or more receivers can be used for recording
scintillation on the received signals. This system is sensitive to the integrated effect of
the irregularities distributed in height along the ray path. The apparent speed of the
irregularities over ground (Vg) depends upon the satellite velocity (Vs) and the
effective height (hi) of the irregularities as a fraction of the satellite altitude (hs), so
that:

Vg, = Vshi/(hs>-hi).
And

hi = hs/(l+Vs/Vg).

These heights fall in the range of 200- 600 km with maximum around 300-400 km.

Method-2:
The method (2) uses coherent echoes scattered by structures having the scale sizes
half radar wave length. For example radar at 50 MHz (many VHF radars are operated
at this frequency) detects structures of 3m size. The geometry of observing theses
structures is shown in Fig. 5.
A simplified scheme of a VHF coherent back-scatter radar such as that are operated at
Jicamarca, Peru, Thumba India, and Sao Luis, Brazil is shown in Fig. (to be included).

The method - 3 : will be briefly discussed later.

3- Structures arising from plasma instability processes

The basic driving forces for the instability processes are:
Electric fields from a- Ionospheric dynamo,

b- Magnetospheric dynamo
Neutral winds and waves

- Density gradients
Gravity field.

The instability processes basically involve plasma drift and electric currents. Under
quiet conditions the basic E-field originate from ionospheric dynamo resulting from
winds blowing blowing perpendicular to earth's magnetic field. Such conditions are



best met at equatorial and auroral/polar regions, and therefore plasma structures due
to instability processes occur more efficiently at these latitudinal zones of the earth
where the geomagnetic field lines are horizontal and nearly vertical respectively.

Over high latitudes much of the instability process are associated with
magnetospheric dynamo electric field, and density enhancements are and gradients
produced by precipitation of energetic particles, during magnetic storms. Under such
conditions electric fields do penetrate to equatorial latitudes where they control the
plasma instability processes, which will be discussed separately.

Plasma structure of the equatorial ionosphere:

Equatorial electrojet instabilities:

The large vertical Hall electric field (Ez) in the E region over the dip equator is
responsible for driving the electrojet current system and associated instabilities.

Ez = (l +aH /ap)Ex

Written also as:

v i

Q ,
Ex

1 + ViVe
+ W,

Subtituting standard values for kj and \|/o Eq.l shows that Ez is of the order of 20-30
times Ex (that is, 10 - 15 mV/m). The elctrons are magnetized and under this electric
field which is vertically upward they drift westward with a velocity that can reach of
the order of 400-600 m/s.

There are two situations under which plasma instability can be produced:

i_ The electron flow velocity (Ve) can turn supersonic exceeding the ion-acoustic
speed (Cs), that is, Ve > Cs. Such a situation could become unstable to meter size
electrostatic waves, leading to the generation of the two-stream instability.

2- The condition when Ez is parallel to the zero order (ambient) electron density
gradient favors generation of gradient drift instability.

Further details on these mechanisms will be discussed later.

The plasma structures produced by these instabilities in the EEJ extend from meter to
kilometer sizes that scatter radio wave in the HF to VHF frequency ranges.

The occurrence of an anomalous scattering layer in the E layer close to the dip
equator was initially observed by ionosonde. The corresponding ionogram traces
resemble that produced by a sporadic E layer and hence this trace was named Esq

"Equatorial Sporadic E layer". Its association with the EEJ current was confirmed
from:



1- The intensity of the layer was correlated with electrojet strength as seen in
magnetograms.

2- VHF forward scattering experiment showed the echoes to be field aligned and
caused by electron density irregularities immersed in electrojet.

Most important early results on the physics of these irregularities have been obtained
from the VHF radar measurements performed over Jicamarca Radio Observatory.
This was continued and followed by Rocket observations from Thumba (India), Punta
Lobo (Peru), Kwajelein Island (Pacific) and VHF radar observations in Central Africa
and India, that have contributed to a better understanding of the EEJ irregularity
processes.

Other known characteristics of these structures are:
-They is field aligned so that their wave number along the magnetic field (kn) is much
less than kj_?
-The radar echoes are observed only when the wave vector is nearly perpendicular to
the earth's magnetic field, the aspect sensitivity is within -1°

Ionosonde diagnostic of Esq structures.

Fig. 6,(a) shows an example with normal E layer and (b,c,d) with Esq trace near 100
km in the ionogram. The slant trace of the Esq is produced by the increasing cone of
reception of the signal scattered by the irregularities as a result of the increasing
frequency penetrating at increasingly slant angle into the irregularity layer as
illustrated in Fig.7. Such characteristics of the trace shows that Esq structures
produced by instability processes occur at the positive density gradient region of the E
layer and the association with the EEJ strength showed that the vertical Hall electric
field was pointing upward in the direction of the density gradient.

Radar diagnostics of the EEJ structures

Most of the investigations have been done using coherent backscatter radars at VHF
sensitive to 3m size structures (corresponding to at 50 MHz radar frequency). These
studies have revealed the existence of two types of irregularity structures, Type-1 and
Type-2 associated with the EEJ. They are electrostatic waves.

Type-1 waves:

They are also known as two-stream waves (or two-stream irregularities) and are
produced by instability that occurs when the electron streaming (drift) velocity attains
or exceeds the ion-acoustic velocity, ~360m/s, in the electrojet region. The FFT (Fast
Fourier Transform) processing of the Doppler shifted signals scattered by the two-
stream waves present a narrow spectrum with a Doppler shift (of 120 ±20Hz) that
corresponds to the ion-acoustic velocity. An example of an early measurement by the
Jicamarca radar is shown in Fig.8. The mean Doppler shift of the peak is constant
when the zenith angle was varied between 45° and 70° both to the east and west.
During the day the Doppler shift is positive when the antenna is directed east, that is,
the wave propagates westward. During the night the irregularity drift is eastward.



The zenith angle independent Doppler shift occurs due to the following process. The
two-stream wave saturates at the ion-acoustic velocity, when the streaming electron
velocity exceeds the latter. Therefore, for westward electron velocity exceeding the
ion-acoustic velocity, there will be a range of directions along the antenna look angle
for which the electron drift velocity line of sight component could exceed the ion-
acoustic speed, but the saturation causes constant electron drift velocity at all these
look angles.

Type-2 waves:

The average phase velocity of the Type-2 structures is smaller than the ion-acoustic
speed and is approximately equal to the cosine of the radar elevation angle as shown
by Balsley (JGR, 74, 233, 1969). Also, the spectral width is much broader than that of
the type-1 and the mean Doppler shift of the Type-2 itself. Fig.9 presents some
examples of the Type-2 spectra over Jicamarca and corresponding average observed
velocities (VObs) plotted as a function of range /zenith angle (0) which verifies the
relationship, VObS

 = VdSinG for a unique value of Vd . This excellent agreement of the
experimental drift velocity with elevation angle dependence shows that the type-2
phase velocity is proportional to the convection velocity of the electrojet structure.
The type-2 echoes from the EEJ has been used to determine the EEJ irregularity drift
velocity and hence the intensity of the dynamo electric field. This technique is not
applicable when the type-1 echoes are present over a large range of zenith angle.

Fig. 10 shows a simplified representation of the gradient drift instability mechanism
responsible for producing the type-2 irregularities.

Fig.ll- presents some examples of composite spectra showing components of both
types of spectra, and Figs. 12a and b shows by RTI maps the distribution as a function
of height in the electrojet, and local time, the total received spectral power for some
typical quiet days, over Sao Luis.

The characteristics of the type- 1 and type-2 structures differ in the following aspects.

Threshold condition
for instability to
develop
Scattering cross
section
Altitude dependence

Type-1
Ve reaching Cs

Increases with zenith
angle
Maximizes at maximum
0fVe

Type-2
No clear threshold
condition

Proportional to the square
of the drift velocity
Maximizes at a lower
height (by ~3km)

1980)
(For more details, see Fejer and Kelly, Rev. Geophys. Space Phys. 18, 2, 401,

Some of the wave characteristics can be verified from the linear dispersion relation of
the electrojet irregularities including both the two-stream and gradient drift types as
derived by many authors. Its form as derived by Fejer et al. (JGR, 80,1313,1975, Rev.
Geophys. Space Phys. 18, 401,1980) is given by the following relationships:



(2)

r = - -k2c: (3)

&V is the oscillation frequency, and Y is the growth rate. It is assumed that Y«a>r

Where Vd = Voey - VOiy is the mean westward (and normal to B) electron drift relative
to the ions;

Cs = [K(Te + Ti)/mj]1/2 is the ion-acoustic velocity;
ve, Vj ,Qe and Q\ are the electron and ion collision and gyro frequencies;
No is the ambient electron density;
LN = N (dN/Sz)"1 is the vertical electron density gradient length;
Cs is the ion-acoustic velocity;
^o =veVj /QeQj; for simplicity k is set to be equal to ky (horizontal westward
propagating wave)

The first two terms and the third term on the RHS of Eq.3 are two-stream and gradient
drift driving term, respectively. The two-stream term dominate for short wave length
and the gradient drift term for long wave length.
From Eq.3 we find that the condition for unstable waves propagating in a cone of
aperture 9 such that

Vd cosG = Cs (H^F) (6 being the angle between the wave vector and y-axis).

Some of the characteristics that are predicted by theory but not observed:

1- Type -1 wave should be initially observed at large zenith angle and later on at
small zenith angle, but observation shows simultaneous occurrence at all zenith
angles;

2- The theory predicts the phase velocity VPh = VdCosB proportional to electron-ion
drift velocity and cosine of the elevation angle. But observations show VPh
independent of Vd and 0;

3- Vertically propagating waves have been observed but not predicted by theory.

The EEJ structuring is highly variable in time, due to the fact that the basic driving
electric field is sensitive to forcing from neutral atmosphere (gravity waves etc.) and
to high latitude and magnetospheric processes through global electrodynamic
coupling processes. Some examples of results on the RTI map and spectral features of
the EEJ 3m irregularities during quiet conditions and under magnetically disturbed
conditions, as obtained by the VHF radar at Sao Luis, Brazil are shown in Figs. 11 and
12 a, b, c etc.



F region structures

Plasma structures of the F region (also field aligned) have scale sizes spanning 5
orders of magnitude, from meter sizes to 100s of kilometers. For this reason these
structures affect radio wave propagation in wide ranging frequency bands from HF to
UHF used in telecommunication and space application areas. The earliest
manifestation of the presence of F region structures was observed through spread F
traces in ionograms as mentioned before. Different diagnostic technique are used for
their studies Examples of the structures diagnosed by different techniques are
presented in Figs. 2a,b, c, etc. The composite effects observed by all the diagnostic
techniques are now known by the generic name 'equatorial spread F', that is, ESF.

An example of a simultaneous measurement of a bubble event observed by Radar
over Kwajelein in Pacific and in situ measurement of the ion density structures by
rocket born sensors and from an AE-E satellite pass through the same bubble is shown
in Fig. 13. The meter size structures collocated with density depletions can be verified
from this figure. A simultaneous rocket- radar diagnostic of a bubble event
representing the first high altitude diagnostics of a bubble by rocket, conducted from
Brazil(during the GUARA Campaign, La Belle, et al., Geophys. Res. Letts., 24, 1691,
1997) is shown in Fig.14.

From different signatures of the irregularities discussed above reveal that smaller
scale structures are embedded in large structures of plasma depletions. These large
density depletions evolve out of plasma instability process that develops at the bottom
side of the F layer. The instability is believed to be driven by the gravitational
Rayleigh-Taylor (GRT) mechanism. The post sunset F layer rises rapidly under the
action of the pre reversal electric field, with bottomside density gradient getting
steeper due to recombination and electrodynamic effects. Thus we have a situation
similar to a heavy fluid resting on a light fluid, a condition that is favorable operation
of GRT mechanism.

An illustration of how electrodynamics processes equivalent to the GRT mechanism
can cause growth of plasma depleted structures is represented in Fig.15. F layer
bottom-side density gradient is shown as a step function with density nl above and
vanishing below, g is downward, B is horizontal and into the paper. Ignoring collision
we can show that the current produced by the gravity is: Jj= nMg xB/B2 ;The current
in the x direction is given by: Jx = nMg/B, since the current is in the gxB direction
which is strictly horizontal. Jx depends on n (n is the electron density mentioned
elsewhere also as Ne). So if there is a perturbation in plasma density there is a
divergence and charges pile up at the edge of the perturbation as shown in the figure.
As a result the perturbation electric field 6E develop which causes 5E x B drift of ions
and electrons. The drift is upward in the region of depletion and downward in the
region of enhancement. This results in larger perturbation and hence in larger 8E and
so on leading to instability.

(The system is stable if g and An are parallel, as is the case on the topside of the
ionosphere where GRT instability does not develop).



From the equations of continuity and current convergence that include perturbations
in density and potential of the form n = no(z) + 5n e

i(a)t"kx) and ty = (|)'i(G)t-kx) and after
linearizing , the growth rate of the instability comes out to be:

y - g/Lvjn, (4)
where L = no/(dn/dz)

From radar measurement over Jicamarca, and from ionosonde measurements, of
spread F irregularities, the validity of this growth rate has been verified with respect
to the following conditions:

1- Irregularities occur at the positive gradient of the bottomside F region,
2- Lower the value of Vjn, that is, higher the height of the layer the more likely is the

instability growth (irregularity occurrence).

Generalized GRT process:

The GRT process can be generalized to include the effect of a zonal electric field (that
usually gets enhanced in the evening), and that of zonal wind on the instability growth
rate. In the case of zonal electric field we note that the Pederson current is in the same
direction as gxB (of the Figure 14). Thus the derivation for y which considered only
gravity can be generalized to include the effect of electric field by replacing g/Lvjn
with g/Lvjn + Exo/B, where Ex0 is the zonal component of the electric field positive
eastward. Thus the growth rate become:

YRTI = g/Lvin + Ex0/BL (5)

The electric field also lifts the layer to a height of reduced Vjn thus increasing the
growth rate further. When the electric field is westward then the growth rate will be
reduced and the bottomside will be stabilized.

The effect of a zonal wind will be present when the layer is tilted so that An has a
horizontal component as well. Under such a condition the growth rate becomes:

a W .. (/7 +UB)
y =—2— cos cr+ ± ^ cos a + - ^ -sin<7 (6)/ RT1 Ly.w BL IB

Thus we see that both a zonal electric field and a zonal wind can contribute to the
instability growth rate, (see, Kelly, 1989). Under sufficiently large positive growth
rate, that is, when y, YRTI or YRT2 » P the recombination loss rate, instability sets in.

The instability development is nonlinear, the perturbation electric field enhancing the
density depletion and vice versa, causing the depletion to develop to the topside of the
ionosphere. Such topside depletions, or bubbles, produce the radar plumes of signals
scattered by meter size structures, first observed by Jicamarca Radar (Woodman and
La Hoz, JGR, 81, 5447, 1976). An example of one of the first RTI maps of topside
radar plumes obtained by Jicamrca radar is shown in Fig. 16.
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Nonlinear bubble development has been modeled by various authors. Considerable
effort has gone into the computer simulation of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Such
modeling is based on solving the set of equations in two dimension perpendicular to
B, that is, in the equatorial plane. The set of equations consists of: Electron and ion
continuity equations;

Electron and ion velocity equations; and
Charge continuity equations.

(See, for example, Zalisack et al., Nonlinear equatorial spread F: The effect of neutral
winds and background Pederen conductivity, JGR, 67, 151, 1982).

Some example of the results of computer simulations nonlinear bubble development
are shown in Fig.17 a and b. In the case of the simulation result b the westward tilt of
the bubble top due the a zonal wind is in agreement with the tilt of the radar plumes
such as that was present Figs. 13,14 andl6.

It may be noted further that density at a given point changes only when a low-density
region is advected to that height by the 8ExB drift. Each density contours is specified
by its initial height as well as density. This signifies that the degree of depletion
observed inside a topside bubble would depend upon the region of the bottom-side
density gradient at which the initial perturbation originated.

The steeping density gradient of the walls of a developing bubble become unstable to
secondary instability processes, thereby setting of the development of a hierarchy of
irregularities cascading into smaller sizes occupying a spectral range of ~5 orders of
magnitude. The meter size is responsible for the observed radar plumes.

As the plasma depletion develop upward it drifts westward in the ambient plasma
frame. Since the ambient plasma is drifting eastward at these times the bubbles would
appear drifting slowly eastward at during development phase of a bubble when the
polarization electric field inside the bubble is strong. With the further growth of the
bubble upward the vertical polarization electric field can get weaker causing the
bubble to drift zonally with nearly the same velocity as the ambient ionospheric
plasma.

An example of eastward drifting bubble signature as observed by an airglow imager
over Cachoeira Paulista in Brazil and a sketch of idealized bubble structures as
inferred from UHF scintillation measurement (Groves et al., 1997, J. Geophys. Res.,
32, 2047, 1997) are shown in Figs.l8a and b

Bubbles can interfere with diverse space application systems that utilize trans-
ionospheric radio wave propagation. One of the widely used applications is the use of
GPS satellites for position determinations. An example of uncertainty that can occur
in determining the coordinate of a GPS receiver is shown in Fig. 19.
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Figure Captions:

Fig.l- Structure scale sizes sensitive to different techniques

Figs.2 a- Sample ionograms showing spread F.
b- Example of scintillation of satellite beacon
c- VHF radar plumes of bubbles
d- Satellite crossing through a bubble

Fig.3- The spaced receiver method for observing the movement of a pattern of
irregularities over the ground (a) Typical fading pattern at stations Ri, R2 , and R3 . (b)
Relation between true and apparent velocities.

Fig.4- Determination of the height of the irregularities from the apparent motion of a
fading pattern on the ground.

Fig.5- Coherent scatter Radar antenna orientation for observing equatorial and auroral
structures.

Fig.6- Some examples of Sporadic layer Esq observed by Digisonde over Sao Luiz,
Brazil, (a -no sporadic E layer is present, b,c,d - Es is present)

Fig.7- An illustration of how the slant trace and frequency depended increasing
irregularity range in the ionogram.

Fig.8- A series of Doppler spectra from the equatorial electrojet irregularities at
different elevation angles obtained at Jicamarca during a period of relatively strong
scattering. The spectra are normalized to a fixed peak value (from Cohen and Bowles,
JGR, 72, 822, 1967).

Fig.9- Some examples of type-2 spectra over Jicamarca (from Balsley, 1969)

Fig. 10- A simplified representation of gradient drift mechanism in the equatorial
electrojet during daytime.

Fig.l 1- Some examples of composite spectra (of type-1 and type-2) from the EEJ
observed over Sao Luiz.

Fig. 12a and b-Some examples of Range-Time-Intensity maps during some typical
quiet days over Sao Luis.

Fig. 13- Radar plumes of a topside bubble recorded by Altair radar with simultaneous
vertical rocket plasma density profile (top) (Rino et al., JGR, 86, 2411, 1981), and
simultaneous horizontal plasma density profile from AE-E satellite (bottom) (from
Tsunoda et al., 1982, JGR).

Fig. 14- A simultaneous rocket- radar diagnostic of a bubble event representing the
first high altitude diagnostics of a bubble by rocket, conducted from Brazil(during the
GUARA Campaign.
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Fig. 15- (a) Schematic diagram of the plasma analog of the Rayleigh- Taylor
instability in the equatorial geometry, (b) Sequential sketches made from photos of
the hydrodynamic Rayleigh -Taylor instability. A heavy fluid is initially supported by
a light fluid.

Fig. 16- Backscatter power maps of spread F irregularities over Jicamarca obtained
using the digital power mapping technique.

Fig. 17 (a)- Contour plots showing computer simulation of Rayleigh-_Taylor
instability for a 100km size perturbation, initially of 5% magnitude, Contours are
labeled in units of reciprocal cubic centimeters; b- Computer simulation including a
background eastward neutral wind and finite Pedersen in the off-equatorial E region.

Fig. 18a- Airglow all sky images of zonal drift plasma bubbles observed during a
magnetic storm condition over Brazil, (b) A sketch of trans-equatorial bubble
structures and their eastward drift as inferred from UHF scintillation measurements.

Fig. 19- An example of position determination for a GPS receiver in the presence of
Bubble associated structures. The scatter of point is due to the presence of bubbles in
the trans-ionospheric propagation path.
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( b )

Edge of
irregularity

The spaced receiver method for observing the movement of a pattern of irregularities
over the ground (a) Typical fading at stations R^ R2 and R, (b) Relation between
true and apparent velocities
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Determination of the height of irregularities from the apparent motion of a fading
pattern over the ground.
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Sketch of the geometries of the E region equatorial (left panel) and auroral (right panel) radar experiments [after
Balsley and Ecklund, 1972].
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Fig. 4.20. Series of Doppler spectra from the equatorial electrojet irregularities at different ele-
vation angles obtained at Jicamarca during a period of relatively strong scattering. The spectra are
normalized to a fixed peak value. [After Cohen and Bowles (1967). Reproduced with permission of
the American Geophysical Union.]
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JICAMARCA, PERU
16 NOV 1966. 17h 53m(75# W)

-150 Hi 0 +150HI 110 130 150 170 RANGE (km)
— A f FROM TRANSMITTED FREQUENCY—

Type 2 spectra measured at 50 MHz simultaneously at different antenna zenith angles. The dashed lines in-
dicate the average Doppler shifts. The geometry of the experiment is shown in the top right-hand panel. The results of the
experiment, together with three theoretical curves for which a sine dependence of the average phase velocity with zenith
angle was assumed, are shown in the bottom right-hand panel (after Balsley, 1969].
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(a) Schematic diagram of the plasma analog of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in the
equatorial geometry, (b) Sequential sketches made from photos of the hydrodynamic Rayleigh-
Taylor instability. A heavy fluid is initially supported by a transparent lighter fluid.
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